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TDA Podcast: Public Understands Urgent Need to Invest in Transportation

Madison, WI – Nick Jarmusz, AAA’s Director of Public Affairs for Wisconsin, Illinois and Indiana, is the guest on the latest episode of the TDA On the Go podcast. An expert on transportation in the Midwest, Jarmusz sits down with TDA’s Debby Jackson to discuss the state of Wisconsin’s transportation infrastructure and the results of a recent AAA poll which surveyed Wisconsinites’ opinion on road quality and the transportation financing options.

"Not only is there a consensus to fix the roads in Wisconsin, there is an understanding that we have reached the point of urgency," said Jackson. "We've moved from Just Fix It, to Just Fix it Now!"

The podcast is available on all popular podcasting platforms and via this link: http://www.tdawisconsin.org/on-the-go-podcast/

About TDA

From the buses in Racine to the Port of Green Bay to the rail lines in Superior to the Waukesha County Airport to the roads we use every day, Wisconsin’s transportation network is the key to connecting goods to market and people to jobs.

Founded in 1971, the Transportation Development Association of Wisconsin promotes the vitality and safety of the state’s transportation system, including public transit systems, public-use and general aviation airports, railroads, commercial ports, and roads. TDA’s members include businesses, labor unions, citizen groups, units of government and individuals.

Contact us at: www.tdawisconsin.org and Twitter handle @TDAWisconsin